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Candle for India
Candle (Caring and Addressing the needs of
Differently-abled Lives through Education) for
India is a registered charity supporting the
activities of Deepti Centre for Children with
Cerebral Palsy in Kerala, India.

Visit of Villa Real Staff

Deepti Centre
Deepti Centre for Children with Cerebral Palsy
was founded on 19th August 2009 to care and
support children with special needs and their
families in Kerala. The motivation for Deepti
Centre is the experience of Dr. Mathew C.
Vargheese and Dr. Susan Mathew having a child
with Cerebral Palsy. Now 50 children are registered at Deepti where they receive free physiotherapy and care.
Deepti Special School: Deepti Special School
was officially inaugurated on 10th August 2010.
Deepti Special School is a major step in addressing the educational needs of these children.

Mathru Deepti (Mothers at Deepti)
Mathrudeepti is a fellowship of mothers at
Deepti who come together, share their experience, hope, improvement of their children in
order to encourage and strengthen each other
in their challenges and struggles.

Shirley: Having a Ball with Children

Natalie: Drawing with Children is Fun
Natalie, and Shirley from Villa Real School, UK, along with their friend
Marie visited Deepti from August 1-3. They were in the team that visited
previous year. They were very pleased to see the growth and development
of Deepti with in a year. They spent time with parents and children and
engaged in various activities like group play, singing sessions, story telling
etc. They also provided tips and suggestions to the staff in their work at
Deepti. They gave special consultation to the parents who have children
with behavioural problems.

Onam Celebration at Deepti

Deepti-Villa Real Partnership

Onam Melodies by parents
Enabling the Present,
Enlightening the Future

Deepti Centre is working in partnership with
Villa Real School, Consett, Durham, UK, which is
a leading special school for children with learning difficulties.
Supporting Candle for India
We are looking forward to have your support
and gift for the work of Candle for India among
the children with special needs. Please write
cheques payable to ‘Candle for India’ and send
to Caroline Molloy, 88 Featherstone Road, Newton Hall, Durham, DH1 5YP. Or transfer money
to Sort 40-19-31,
Acc 32087391.
For more information kindly contact Caroline
Molloy <caroline.molloy@yahoo.co.uk> or
Gill Stringer
<g.stringer100@durhamlearning.net>

Onam Boat Race by Children & staff

Onam is a national festival of Kerala. It is celebrated as a harvest festival and
it is also the commemoration of reign an ancient legendary king
Mahabali, in whose time people experienced justice, peace, and prosperity.
Onam is a time of celebration, of giving and sharing gifts. Members of
Deepti had onam celebration on Friday 2nd September. There were different
programmes conducted by children, staff and parents at Deepti. Another
highlight of the celebration was the sharing of onam meal. Parents and staff
cooked different dishes and brought them to the centre and shared together.
The meal was served in banana leaves.

Musical Chairs Final Round

Enjoying Onam Meals
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Ananthu is Alive in Our Hearts
Ananthu’s fragile frame belied his real
age. When his parents brought him to
Deepti for the first time several months
ago, he looked like a boy of less than
three years although he was nine years
old. He was severely affected with CP.
He used to have recurrent seizures and
infection in the lungs. He had never sat
up or moved independently. He had
never uttered a word. He was the only
child for his parents Subhash and
Suma. Out of their meagre income,
they tried to do everything that would
improve the life of little Ananthu. As
they almost lost hope, they came to
know about Deepti Centre. And finally
the family came to Deepti.

hospital by Mathew and Susan. But the
doctors referred him to Medical College
Hospital at Trivandrum, where he was
admitted in the paediatric intensive care
unit. His situation became very worse
and doctors asked the mother to inform
his father about his condition as they
thought his days were numbered. Suma
alerted Subhash and he flew in the next
day.

Ananthu was waiting for his dear dad
and breathed his last within a few hours
of his arrival. On 14th August Ananthu
went away to a world where there is no
pain or sorrow. Mathew received a
phone call while he was attending the
Sunday service. It was Subhash, He
said, “Ananthu has gone. One of your
children at Deepti is no more.” He was
sobbing. Mathew tried to console him.
Immediately after the Sunday service,
Mathew, Susan, Shibu, along with two
members from the church, rushed to
Subhash’s home to attend the funeral.
Since Subhash’s family members are
followers of Hindu religion, they
wanted to conduct the funeral according
to Hindu customs. They wanted to
The physios knew that they could not
do much for him. However, they tried bury the child near to their house in
their own property without any delay.
to encourage the parents and began to
Just before the last rites, staff from
do exercises for Ananthu. “While at
Deepti arrived at the scene. It was a
Deepti we felt enormous peace, which
great consolation for the bereaving famwe never had before. We were greatly
moved by the care and love given to my ily.
child by the staff at Deepti,” said the
couple. They wanted to stay near to
Deepti so that Ananthu would get care
and support on a daily basis, which was
not possible by travelling from their
house which is 40 km away. We arranged a house for them near to Deepti
where they could live without rent. The
house is called Karunya Bhavan (house
of mercy) which belonged to Susan’s
paternal uncle. They moved in to the
house on 9th May 2011. Very soon AnShirley, Marie and Natalie with
anthu became very dear to all at Deepti.
Suma and Ananthu
He began to show signs of improvement. He began to smile when his name
Subhash and Suma visited Deepti one
was called. He also began to sneak out
week later. They expressed their love
from his mothers lap and tried to put
and gratitude for the support and comhis feet down for the first time. His
parents were very happy to mingle with fort they received from the staff and
families at Deepti. Subhash was preother children and their parents at
paring to go back to Fujairah to resume
Deepti.
his job. Suma was really shattered at the
loss of her son. Susan spent time with
Meantime, Ananthu’s father Subhash
Suma, counselling her and comforting
got a job in Middle East. That was a
her. When they went back to their vilGod’s sent opportunity for the family
lage, she decided to be back at Deepti
who had been suffering financially.
Subhash felt so sad to leave him in Ker- within a month and continue as a part
of it by taking care of other children at
ala. Two weeks later Ananthu became
Deepti, thus make up the loss of her
very ill and could not breath. He was
loving Ananthu.
immediately taken to a nearby private

Deepti Physiotherapy Clinic for
Adults
As a new milestone in the development
of the activities of Deepti Centre, a
physiotherapy clinic for Adults was
opened on 27 June. Dr. R.Sreekumar
inaugurated the clinic and Rev. Dr.T.G.
Koshy, President of Faith Theological
Seminary offered the prayer of blessing. Deepti Clinic is functioning well
and has all necessary physiotherapy
equipments.

Vocational Training for Mother’s
at Deepti
Vocational Training for Mothers at
Deepti was inaugurated on 5th July by
Rev. James Samuel, Wolverhampton,
UK. Br. Stanley John, U.S said words
of felicitation for this new venture of
Deepti. Deepti is offering tailoring
classes for mothers who come to the
centre accompanying their children.
Deepti enables mothers to spent their
time productively and qualitatively.
Mothers are very excited to have this
opportunity.

Speech Therapy Started
In order to help children who have difficulty in speech and language, Deepti
has started Speech therapy. Mr. Deepak who is a trainee therapist is offering this valuable service to children.
Now parents don’t need to take their
children for speech therapy in faraway
places. It is available in Deepti itself.
Fifteen children are getting help with
speech.

Training in Creative Play
in Singapore
Mrs. Kunjamma Sunny, leader of
Creative Play at Deepti is visiting Create @ Centre-Stage in Singapore from
11 to 17 September for additional training. This training programme is organized by Caroline Essame, the Director
of Center-Stage. Creative play aims at
the physical and cognitive development
for children. Creative play at Deepti
was inaugurated during the visit of
Caroline Essame and Caroline Molloy
in the month of March. Dr. Susan
Mathew, the Director of Deepti is accompanying Mrs. Sunny to Singapore.
Susan has been invited to visit CentreStage Arts school and Kaleidoscope
Therapy Centre, that gives specialized
Occupational Therapy. She will also
attend a special event organized in
Singapore by Caroline Essame and
Caroline Molloy, the Chair of Candle
for India, Charity, UK.

